
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT

PAUL L. (“BARNEY”) HALLINGBY,

Plaintiff

and

ONE 1957 FERRARI 250 PF, CABRIOLET, 
PININ FARINA SERIES 1, CHASSIS NO. 
0799 GT, an automobile,

Plaintiff-in- Rem

vs.

DR. ANDREAS GERBER; ESTATE OF 
BERNHARD FRIEDLI-VON MÜHLENEN; 
HEIRS OF BERNHARD FRIEDLI-VON 
MÜHLENEN; ESTATE OF ANNEROSE 
FRIEDLI-VON MÜHLENEN; HEIRS OF
ANNEROSE FRIEDLI-VON MÜHLENEN;
GUY FRIEDLI; COLETTE FRIEDLI; 
JACQUELINE FRIEDLI; and ALL 
UNKNOWN PERSONS CLAIMING ANY 
INTEREST IN THE 1957 FERRARI 250 GT, 
CABRIOLET, PININ FARINA SERIES 1,
CHASSIS NO. 0799 GT,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
) Civil Action No.________________
)
) JUNE 13, 2017
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This is an action by Barney Hallingby to clear the title to a Ferrari automobile 

he purchased on November 29, 2000 and, with the exception of trips to out-of-state car shows, 

has had in his possession at his home in Sharon, Connecticut ever since. The cloud on his title 

was created shortly after Mr. Hallingby bought the car. The cloud was created primarily by
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Dr. Andreas Gerber of Switzerland, who falsely claims he is the lawful owner of the Ferrari

because it was allegedly stolen from him and his partner in ownership, Bernhard Friedli-von 

Mühlenen, in July 1993 — a claim rejected for lack of supporting evidence by judgments from 

Spanish courts in 1993 and 1995, and a claim the Office of the Connecticut State Attorney for 

the Judicial District of Litchfield, Connecticut (“State’s Attorney”) declined to prosecute in 

2009 following a lengthy and thorough investigation instigated by Dr. Gerber. Dr. Gerber has 

persisted in seeding this cloud with repetitions of his thrice-rejected claim to potential buyers 

of the Ferrari as recently as November 2014, which resulted in the buyers aborting those sales. 

All this despite the fact that the Statute of Limitation has run on any claim Dr. Gerber may 

have to the Ferrari.

2. Dr. Gerber’s claims have, in addition, been broadcast publicly in social media,

internet blogs, chat sites, and Twitter used and read by the classic car community, and in 

magazines regularly read by that community; thus creating a general cloud on Mr. Hallingby’s 

title and ownership.

3. Efforts to resolve the dispute with Dr. Gerber having failed, and

Mr. Hallingby’s title being fatally infected by these false accusations and claims, 

Mr. Hallingby was forced to bring this action to rid his title of this scourge. By this action, 

Mr. Hallingby seeks the following things:

A. A Declaratory Judgment against Dr. Gerber declaring that any claim he 

has to ownership of the Ferrari is barred by the Statute of Limitations.

B. A Declaratory Judgment against Dr. Gerber that any claim he has to 

ownership of the Ferrari is barred by Laches.
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C. A Declaratory Judgment against Dr. Gerber that any claim he has to 

ownership of the Ferrari is barred by the Spanish Judgments, as described fully 

below.

D. A Declaratory Judgment against Dr. Gerber that he has no right, title or 

interest in the Ferrari.

E. A Declaratory Judgement against Dr. Gerber declaring that Dr. Gerber has 

engaged in a pattern of conduct constituting tortious interference with prospective 

business relationships between Mr. Hallingby and prospective buyers of the 

Ferrari, and an injunction enjoining him and those acting in concert with him from 

engaging in such conduct.

F. Damages against Dr. Gerber, including punitive damages, for intentional 

interference with prospective business relations.

G. A Judgment quieting title to the Ferrari in Hallingby against all 

Defendants and the World.

PARTIES

4. Plaintiff, Paul L. (“Barney”) Hallingby (“Hallingby”), is an individual who is a 

resident of the State of New York and maintains a secondary residence in Sharon, Connecticut, 

located at 31 Kings Hill Road. Hallingby has been the owner of the Plaintiff-in-Rem 

automobile described in paragraph No. 5 since November 29, 2000, and has possessed it 

openly and notoriously since then.

5. Plaintiff-in-Rem is a 1957 Ferrari 250 PF, Cabriolet, Pinin Farina Series 1, 

Chassis No. 0799 GT automobile (“Ferrari”) that is stored, and has been stored since about 
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December 2000, at Hallingby’s residence in Sharon, Connecticut. It is unique because, among 

other reasons, it is one of only 36 cars in the Pinin Farina Series 1. Hallingby paid $550,000 for 

the car when he bought it (which was its then market value), and it is worth between $4 million 

and $6 million today.

6. Defendant Dr. Andreas Gerber (“Gerber”) is an individual who is a citizen and 

resident of Switzerland. He wrongly and wrongfully claims to be the current lawful owner of 

the Ferrari, and has engaged in the pattern of conduct creating the cloud on the Ferrari that 

Hallingby seeks to remove by this action. Gerber was at one time a partner in ownership of the 

Ferrari with Bernhard Friedli-von Mühlenen (“B. Friedli”), who died in 1996. Annerose 

Friedli-von Mühlenen (“A. Friedli”) was B. Friedli’s wife at the time of his death.

7. Defendant Estate of Bernhard Friedli-von Mühlenen is (or may be) a juridical 

entity or association of heirs formed or assembled under Swiss law as the vehicle for 

administration and passage of the assets of B. Friedli to his heirs at the time of his death. Upon 

information and belief, the Estate of Bernhard Friedli-von Mühlenen (if it ever existed and

continues to exist) may claim an ownership interest in the Ferrari.

8. Defendants Heirs of Bernhard Friedli are unknown individuals to whom the 

assets (including any interest that B. Friedli may have had in the Ferrari at the time of his 

death) would or might have passed on B. Friedli’s death. Upon information and belief, one or 

more of the Heirs of Bernhard Friedli- von Mühlenen, may claim an ownership interest in the 

Ferrari by right of survivorship from B. Friedli.

9. Defendant Estate of Annerose Friedli-Von Mühlenen is (or may be) a juridical 

entity or association of heirs formed or assembled under Swiss law as the vehicle for 
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administration and passage of the assets of A. Friedli to her heirs at the time of her death. 

These assets included any interest B. Friedli may have had in the Ferrari at the time of B. 

Friedli’s death. Upon information and belief, the Estate of Annerose Friedli-von Mühlenen (if 

it ever existed and continues to exist) may therefor claim an ownership interest in the Ferrari.

10. Defendants Heirs of Annerose Friedli-von Mühlenen, are unknown individuals to 

whom the assets (including any interest B. Friedli may have had in the Ferrari at the time of his 

death) would or might have passed on A. Friedli’s death. Upon information and belief, one or 

more of the Heirs of Annerose Friedli-von Mühlenen may therefor claim an ownership interest in 

the Ferrari based on the right of survivorship or succession from A. Friedli.

11. Defendant Guy Friedli is a citizen and resident of Switzerland. He is the son of 

B. Friedli and A. Friedli, and, on information and belief, may claim an ownership interest in 

the Ferrari by right of survivorship or inheritance from B. Friedli or A. Friedli.

12. Defendant Colette Friedli is a daughter of B. Friedli and A. Friedli, and, on 

information and belief, may claim an ownership interest in the Ferrari by right of survivorship 

or inheritance from B. Friedli or A. Friedli.

13. Defendant Jacqueline Friedli is a daughter of B. Friedli and A. Friedli, and, on 

information and belief, may claim an ownership interest in the Ferrari by right of survivorship 

or inheritance from B. Friedli or A. Friedli.

14. The Unknown Defendants are all unknown persons, who, on information and 

belief, claim, or may claim, any rights, title, interest, or estate in the Ferrari adverse to 

Hallingby, whether such claim or possible claim is vested or contingent. Their citizenship and 
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residences are unknown, but they most would likely be citizens and residents of Switzerland,

and, on information and belief, none are residents of Connecticut.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

15. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1)-(3), because this action is: (i) between citizens of different States;

(ii) between citizens of a State and citizens or subjects of a foreign state; (iii) between citizens 

of different States and in which citizens or subjects of a foreign state are additional parties; and 

(iv) because the matter in controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.

16. This Court may exercise in rem and quasi in rem jurisdiction in this matter

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1655 because Hallingby seeks to remove a cloud on the title to

personal property located in Connecticut. This Court may also exercise in rem and quasi-in 

rem jurisdiction pursuant to CONN. GEN. STAT.§ 47-31 because Hallingby claims title to, and 

seeks to quiet the title of, personal property located in Connecticut.

17. This Court has jurisdiction to grant the requested declaratory and injunctive 

relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2201(a); 28 U.S.C. § 2202; 28 U.S.C. §1655; and CONN. GEN.

STAT. § 47-31.

18. Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b)(2) and 

1391(b)(3) because: (i) the property that is the subject of this action is located in Connecticut; 

(ii) all named defendants are non-residents of the United States; (iii) all unknown defendants 

are, on information and belief, non-residents of the United States; and (iv) as to all other 

defendants, there is no district in which an action may otherwise be brought under 28 U.S.C. §

1391. Venue is also proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1655, because this is an 
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action to remove a cloud on title to property located within this district, and such defendants

cannot be served in Connecticut.

GENERAL FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

HALLINGBY’S PURCHASE AND OWNERSHIP OF THE FERRARI

19. Hallingby purchased the Ferrari on November 29, 2000 from Scott Rosen

(“Rosen”), who is a private citizen and classic car collector.

20. Hallingby took delivery of the Ferrari in New York, and subsequently had it 

transported to his home in Sharon, Connecticut, where it has remained ever since except for 

occasional trips out of the State to car shows.

21. Hallingby registered the Ferrari in Connecticut on August 23, 2007, where it has 

been continuously registered ever since (“Connecticut Registration”). Under Connecticut law, 

registration of cars more than 20 years old (such as the Ferrari) serve as prima facie proof of 

ownership of the car, and creates a rebuttable presumption that Hallingby is the current rightful 

owner of the car.

22. Rosen had purchased the Ferrari from Jeffery Schwartz (“Schwartz”) on July 

13, 2000. Schwartz had obtained a Certificate of Title for the Ferrari in New Jersey on 

December 9, 1997 (“Certificate of Title”).

23. Schwartz signed and delivered the Certificate of Title (signed in blank) to Rosen 

upon Rosen’s purchase of the car.

24. Upon Hallingby’s purchase of the Ferrari from Rosen, Rosen delivered to 

Hallingby both (i) the Certificate of Title (signed in blank by Rosen) and (ii) a New York State 

Department of Motor Vehicles Certification of Sale or Transfer for 1972 or Older Vehicles or 
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Any Other Non-Titled Vehicles (“Certification of Sale or Transfer”), which is the equivalent of 

a Certificate of Title for old, classic cars. Both the Certificate of Title and the Certification of 

Sale or Transfer are still in Hallingby’s possession.

25. Both alone and in conjunction, the Certificate of Title, the Certification of Sale 

or Transfer, and the Connecticut Registration establish presumptive ownership of the Ferrari in 

Hallingby.

26. At the time he purchased the Ferrari, Hallingby had heard that it had been the 

subject of a series of lawsuits in Marbella, Spain in the time period between 1991 and 2000. In 

those suits, acting for himself and as agent of Gerber, B. Friedli had claimed that the Ferrari

had been stolen from him by an auto dealer named Motorauto Marbella S.L. (“Motorauto 

Marbella”), to whom B. Friedli had sold the Ferrari in July 1991. Hallingby correctly believed, 

however, that the Spanish courts had rejected B. Friedli’s claim that the Ferrari had been 

stolen, and determined that the matter was simply a civil dispute between B. Friedli and 

Motorauto Marbella over who owed whom how much money in connection with their dealings 

involving the Ferrari. Confident that these proceedings conclusively resolved any claim that the 

Ferrari was a stolen automobile, and confident that Rosen possessed good title to the car, 

Hallingby proceeded with the purchase.

27. Beginning immediately upon taking possession of the Ferrari, Hallingby began 

publicly proclaiming his ownership. Over the last sixteen years, Hallingby has openly shown 

the Ferrari at numerous car shows, and several articles have been published regarding his 

ownership. The car showings included, among others: the Cavallino Classic — the only

dedicated Ferrari Concours [competition] worldwide — in Palm Beach, Florida in January 
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2001, a mere two months after purchasing the car; the Hartford Concours in June 2004; and the 

Greenwich Concours in June 2005. In December, 2007, Forza Magazine, a widely circulated 

publication dedicated to Ferraris, published an article that featured the Ferrari and other cars 

Hallingby owned, which identified Hallingby as the Ferrari’s owner. Thus, over the years since 

Hallingby purchased the Ferrari in 2000, his ownership and the location of the car have been

well known in the community of rare Ferrari buyers, sellers, collectors, and enthusiasts.

GERBER’S WRONGFUL HARASSMENT AND INTERFERENCE

WITH HALLINGBY’S RIGHTFUL OWNERSHIP OF THE FERRARI

28. Commencing in March 2008, Gerber has been engaged in a scheme to 

undermine Hallingby’s title to the Ferrari, cloud his title to the Ferrari, and interfere with his 

efforts to sell the automobile. In furtherance of this scheme, Gerber has committed at least the 

following acts:

A. In March, April, and May of 2008, and through his Swiss attorney 

Oliver Weber (“Weber”), Gerber caused paid advertisements to be placed in the “Ferrari Market 

Letter” and the “Cavallino” magazine, both of which were special interest publications devoted 

to the purchase and sale of Ferrari automobiles (with particular emphasis on rare Ferraris), and 

both of which were regularly distributed among Ferrari buyers, sellers, collectors, and 

enthusiasts in New York and elsewhere worldwide. The Ferrari Market Letter ad reads:
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STOLEN FERRARI

Ferrari 250 PF~ Cabriolet, Silver Colored,
Pinin Farina, Series 1, 1957/58, Chassis No. 0799 GT

Please be informed that the above-mentioned Ferrari old timer car 
with Chassis No. 0799 GT has been stolen on July 7, 1993 in Marbella, 
Spain from a Swiss citizen. Please also take notice that the car is on 
the active list of the police and further legal action will follow. 
Investigations by Interpol are involved. This Ferrari car has [sic] last 
reported to be in the custody of a Ferrari collector in Sharon 06069, 
Connecticut, U.S.A.

Members of the rare Ferrari community and others would recognize from the detailed 

description, that the “stolen Ferrari” referred to was the Ferrari at issue and that the reference to a 

“Ferrari collector in Sharon 06069, Connecticut, U.S.A.” was a reference to Hallingby. The 

Cavallino ad was identical, except for describing the location and possessor of the car as being 

“a Ferrari collector on the east coast,” from which Hallingby also could be easily identified

because of his known status as an active collector, resident on the “east coast,” and the publicity 

of his ownership of the Ferrari.

B. Beginning in May 2008, Gerber was instrumental in initiating a criminal 

investigation of Hallingby for larceny under Connecticut law for allegedly knowingly possessing 

a stolen vehicle (namely, the Ferrari). Conducted by a Detective for the Connecticut State Police 

named Richard Van Tine II, the investigation went on for almost a year, culminating on August 

19, 2009 when Detective Van Tine filed a 31-page Application for Arrest Warrant and 

Supporting Affidavit for the arrest of Hallingby. The State’s Attorney made short shrift of the 

Application, and declined to prosecute on September 14, 2009. Based on that declination, Judge 

James P. Ginocchio of the Superior Court of the Litchfield Judicial District ordered that the 

Ferrari be “returned to the rightful owner Paul Hallingby.”
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C. While the investigation of his charge of larceny was still ongoing, and again 

acting through Weber, Gerber made a “Request for Seizure and Recovery” of the Ferrari on July 

21, 2008 to the Connecticut State Police. This request was based on numerous false affirmative 

statements and notably failed to disclose that the claim for theft of the Ferrari in Spain, on which 

the assertions against Hallingby were based, had been rejected in final judgments by the Spanish 

courts in 1993 and 1995. Gerber’s false accusations resulted in the issuance of a Search and 

Seizure Warrant on September 4, 2008, which, in turn, resulted in the very public and 

humiliating seizure of the Ferrari from Hallingby’s residence in Sharon. The Ferrari was 

impounded in a police garage, where it remained for over a year until it was finally released to 

Hallingby as the Ferrari’s “rightful owner,” pursuant to court order on October 14, 2009, based 

on the State’s Attorney’s refusal to prosecute. The Ferrari has remained in Hallingby’s 

possession in Sharon, Connecticut ever since. This whole unfounded process not only denied 

Hallingby possession of his car for over a year, but cost him approximately $350,000 in legal 

expenses to defend against and to get his car back.

D. Undaunted by the outright rejection of his claim by the State’s Attorney and the 

court-ordered return of the Ferrari to “the rightful owner Paul Hallingby,” Gerber’s Connecticut 

counsel (retained by Weber) wrote to Hallingby on July 27, 2010 stating, “Our client is the 

owner of a Ferrari 250 GT, Spider, Series 1, VIN 0799GT, a vehicle which was stolen in 

Marbella, Spain on July 7, 1993,” and demanding that Hallingby “return the Ferrari 0799GT to 

our client by August 15.” Hallingby’s counsel responded on August 13, 2010 that, “My client, 

Paul Hallingby, is the sole, lawful owner of the 1957 250 GT Cabriolet Pininfarina Series 1

Ferrari, bearing Vehicle Identification Number 0799GT (the "Ferrari") that you reference in your 
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letter . . . . [and] of course rejects the ludicrous request in your letter for the transfer of his 

Ferrari.” Undeterred, over three months later on November 19, 2010, Gerber’s counsel again 

wrote, stating that Gerber “remains confident that he is the true owner of the Ferrari,” and again 

demanding delivery of the Ferrari to him. This demand, too, was unequivocally rejected by 

Hallingby’s counsel in a letter dated December 28, 2010. And although Gerber had “reserve[d] 

his right to take appropriate legal action to vindicate” his alleged right to the Ferrari in the 

November 19, 2010 letter, he has to this day instituted no action to obtain ownership or 

possession of the Ferrari in Connecticut or elsewhere in the United States, or in the world.

E. Despite the passage of over six years since the rejection of his claim by the 

Connecticut State’s Attorney and his demands on Hallingby for the Ferrari, Gerber, through his 

representatives, has continued to broadcast his unfounded claim of ownership to the classic 

Ferrari community through blogs, chat rooms, Twitter, and other means. Indeed, Weber 

announced in a threatening letter of January 17, 2014 to Rosen, from whom Hallingby had 

purchased the Ferrari, that Gerber “will never give up his claim concerning ownership of Ferrari 

Vin 0799GT and he has made that very clear in the Ferrari community.” He made the same 

statement in a threatening letter of January 22, 2014 to Frank Triarsi, from whom Rosen had 

purchased the Ferrari. In furtherance of his purpose of widely broadcasting his unfounded 

claims, Weber sent copies of the letters to the Ferrari North America Legal Department and the 

Ferrari SpA Headquarters Legal Department.

29. In further and focused pursuit of his scheme to cloud Hallingby’s title and 

interfere with his ownership of the Ferrari, Gerber, once again through Weber, has 

communicated his unfounded and wrongful claim of ownership to potential purchasers of the 
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Ferrari and to brokers, and has tortuously interfered with Hallingby’s lawful efforts to sell the 

automobile, through at least the following acts:

A. In early 2013, Hallingby had enlisted the aid of a man named 

Tom Papadopoulos, who was in the business of brokering the sale of classic cars, to assist him in 

trying to sell the Ferrari. Apparently learning of this from a contact in the Ferrari community, 

Weber sent Mr. Papadopoulos an unsolicited letter on April 24, 2013 on behalf of Gerber, falsely 

stating: (i) that the car was stolen from his client in Marbella, Spain; (ii) falsely suggesting that 

the Connecticut State Police were still investigating charges that Hallingby was criminally 

culpable for knowingly possessing a stolen car (when, in fact, the investigation had been 

terminated without charges being brought on September 14, 2009); (iii) falsely stating that the 

police “never questioned the theft of Ferrari 0799GT;” and (iv) despite their refusal to prosecute 

Hallingby, falsely stating that the “Connecticut authorities” were convinced that Hallingby knew 

the car was stolen when he bought it. Weber also included copies of the Search and Seizure 

Warrant; the 31 page Arrest Warrant Application and Affidavit of Detective Van Tine; and the 

declination of the Connecticut State’s Attorney to prosecute. Noticeably absent from this letter 

and package was any mention of the Spanish judgments, which had rejected Gerber’s criminal 

allegation of theft for lack of sufficient evidence to support the claim. The letter closed with the 

defamatory jibe that: “The attached documents will give you a good overview about the history 

of Ferrari VIN0799GT, and will also provide important information about the person of 

Mr. Hallingby.” This was all for the purpose of slandering the title of the Ferrari, misrepresenting

the nature and results of the Connecticut investigation, defaming Hallingby, and discouraging 

Mr. Papadopoulos from even assisting him in his efforts to sell the car.
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B. In this same Spring of 2013, Mr. Papadopoulos was engaged in serious 

negotiations on Hallingby’s behalf with a Mr. Constantin von Dziembowski of Germany for the 

sale of the Ferrari to him. He and Mr. von Dziembowski’s agent had agreed on the essential 

terms of a sale and were in the process of finalizing and closing it by June 3, 2013. But on June 

4, 2013, Weber wrote Mr. Von Dziembowski an unsolicited letter, headed with this bold face re-

line : “Stolen Ferrari 250 GT Spider, Series 1, VIN 0799, owned by Dr. Andreas Gerber, 

2542 Pieterlen, Switzerland.” In this letter he “urgently” advised Mr. Von Dziembowski not to 

import this vehicle into Germany; told him that he “would commit the offence of larceny” if he 

purchased the car; and threatened him with “civil and criminal proceedings should the car be 

imported into Germany.” (emphasis in original). Not surprisingly, Mr. Von Dziembowski 

walked away from the deal, and Mr. Papadopoulos informed Hallingby that although “von 

Dziembowski was prepared to follow through with the purchase,” he walked away because of 

“the interference by Mr. Oliver Weber.” Mr. Papadopoulos closed his letter to Hallingby about 

the collapse of this transaction with the comment that, “[t]he constant interference by Mr. Weber 

has deemed [i.e. rendered] this 250GT unsalable.”

C. After the deal with Von Dziembowski collapsed because of Gerber’s 

interference, Hallingby and Mr. Papadopoulos entered into a written agreement by which 

Hallingby would sell Papadopoulos a 50% interest in the Ferrari, in return for Papadopoulos’ 

agreement to actively broker a sale of the Ferrari on their joint behalf. Apparently also learning 

of this agreement from a contact in the Ferrari community, on November 26, 2014, Weber sent 

Papadopoulos an email reminding him of his previous letter of April 24, 2013, and threatening 

Papadopoulos as follows:
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Since you know all details about the theft of Ferrari 0799GT very well, you have 
presumably committed the crime of larceny by assisting Mr. Hallingby to sell 
Ferrari 0799GT. My client will not accept your disrespect for his property. 
Please be informed that your activates [sic] [activities] and communication in 
the Ferrari-Community are being observed carefully.

* * *

I am warning you with clear words: In case you should not immediately stay 
away from Ferrari 0799GT and continue to assist Mr. Hallingby in selling this 
stolen vehicle, my client will undertake all necessary actions in order to bring 
you in jail for larceny.

As Weber intended, Papadopoulos also walked away from the arrangement, explaining to 

Hallingby:

As I explained to you on the telephone earlier this week, I was fully prepared to 
complete our signed agreement to purchase a 50% interest on Ferrari 0799GT. 
However, since I have in the interim received a letter (and documents) from 
Attorney Weber threatening me with “larceny,” I feel that it would be 
irresponsible to go ahead with the purchase. I am truly sorry that it has come to 
this end, as I was very excited about our joint ownership of the car and future 
plans for the car.

Gerber thus had deprived Hallingby of yet another opportunity to sell his car.

30. Gerber has, in fact, touted his intent to keep stalking and harassing Hallingby 

forever. In a letter of August 29, 2013 to Hallingby’s Swiss lawyer, Georg Friedli, Weber 

broadcast his intent to keep harassing Hallingby and interfering with any attempt by him to sell 

the Ferrari, through tracking Hallingby’s activities and intimidating any potential buyers or 

facilitators of such a transaction with threats of criminal prosecution and civil lawsuits, just as 

he had Papadopoulos, von Dziembowski, Rosen, Mr. Triarsi. In that letter he raged:

Please take note that my client is absolutely determined to continue to 
pursue his ownership claim regarding the Ferrari VIN 0799GT, and that the 
results of the investigations of the Swiss police and the U.S. police will continue 
to be unambiguously communicated to third parties, namely those in the Ferrari 
community. My client is carefully tracking the activities of your client, and in 
the future will stop any sale attempt regarding the Ferrari VIN 0799GT. 
Likewise, my client expressly reserves the right to hold to account Ferrari 
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dealers (namely Tom Papadopoulos, Nick Soprano, etc.) and potential 
purchasers in terms of civil law and criminal law. Quite likely, my client has 
sufficiently proven that he is absolutely determined, and that will not allow 
himself to be stopped by borders.

31. Gerber has been successful in his efforts and has created the cloud on title that 

Hallingby seeks to remove by this lawsuit. Unless Gerber is enjoined from such harassment 

and intimidation, it is clear he will continue these wrongful activities with a vengeance, even 

though the Statute of Limitations has run on any claim he may once have had to the Ferrari, 

even though he is independently barred from asserting such a claim by the Spanish judgments, 

and even though his claim has been rejected everywhere it has been asserted.

32. Unless he is enjoined from doing so, Gerber will continue his tortious 

interference whenever Mr. Hallingby next tries to sell the car, fulfilling the promise of his 

lawyer that he “is carefully tracking the activities” relating to selling the Ferrari, and “and in 

the future will stop any sale attempt regarding the Ferrari VIN 0799GT.”

HALLINGBY’S CHAIN OF TITLE TO THE FERRARI

33. Following is the chain of title to the Ferrari from September 11, 1970 to date:

A. Peter Bowers purchased the Ferrari from Kitt Tucker on or about 
September 11, 1970, and Bowers was issued a Texas Certificate of 
Title on that date.

B. European Auto Sales, Inc. purchased the Ferrari from Bowers on 
or about April 17, 1989.

C. Andre Zenari purchased the Ferrari from European Auto Sales, 
Inc. on or about April 21, 1989.

D. Gerber and B. Friedli, as equal partners, purchased the Ferrari from 
Zenari on or about April 27, 1989.

E. B. Friedli, acting on behalf of himself and Gerber, sold the Ferrari 
to Motorauto Marbella on or about July 23, 1991.

F. Shoreham Investments Ltd. (“Shoreham Investments”) purchased 
the Ferrari from Motorauto Marbella on or about July 25, 1993.
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G. Shoreham Investments transferred the Ferrari to Classic Coach,
owned by Frank Triarsi, with power of attorney to sell the car on 
behalf of Shoreham Investments on or about March 4, 1994.

H. Scott Rosen purchased the Ferrari from Shoreham Investments, 
through Classic Coach in New Jersey, in 1995.

I. Jeffery Schwartz purchased the Ferrari from Rosen in or about 
March 1997.

J. Rosen re-purchased the Ferrari from Schwartz on or about May 31,
2000. Schwartz had obtained a Certificate of Title for the Ferrari in 
New Jersey in 1997, which was transferred to Rosen upon the sale 
in May 2000 and signed in blank.

K. Hallingby purchased the Ferrari from Rosen on November 29, 
2000. In connection with the sale, Rosen delivered both the 
Schwartz Certificate of Title (signed by Schwartz in blank) and the 
Certification of Sale or Transfer, both of which Hallingby has in 
his possession.

34. This can be depicted graphically as follows:
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European 
Auto Sales

Zenari

B. Friedli & 
Gerber

Rosen

Schwartz

Rosen

Classic Coach
(Triarsi)

4/27/89

Shoreham 
Investments

Power of Attorney to sell car.

Hallingby

7/25/93

03/4/94

Cert. of Title Delivered
(signed in blank)
to Rosen.

NJ Title issued
to Schwartz. 12/09/97.

11/29/2000

9/11/70

4/17/89

05/31/2000

7/23/91

??/??/95

Schwartz Certificate of Title
(signed in blank by Schwartz)
and Certification of Sale or 
Transfer Delivered to Hallingby.

03/??/97

Tucker

4/21/89

Bowers

Motorauto Marbella
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B. B. FRIEDLI S UNSUCCESSFUL LITIGATION IN SPANISH COURTS

1991-2000
THE SPANISH JUDGEMENTS

35. The cloud on Hallingby’s title to the Ferrari has been generated and perpetuated 

by Gerber’s claim that the Ferrari was stolen by the Spanish Mafia in Marbella, Spain in July 

1993. Acting on behalf of himself and as agent for Gerber, B. Friedli asserted claims that the 

Ferrari had been stolen in a series of lawsuits that he initiated in Spain against the purported 

thieves. His claims were soundly rejected by final and binding Spanish judgments in 1993,

1995, 1998, and 2000 (“Spanish Judgements”). As a consequence of these Spanish Judgments,

all of Gerber’s right, title, and interest in the Ferrari have been forever extinguished. And by 

operation of res judicata, the Spanish Judgments bar any claim by Gerber that he is the rightful 

owner of the Ferrari or that Hallingby is not the rightful owner.

36. Moreover, in a civil suit commenced against the purported thieves by B. Friedli

on behalf of himself and Gerber following dismissal of the criminal charges B. Friedli had 

brought and prosecuted, a Spanish court held that B. Friedli failed to establish that any of the 

purported thieves had committed a breach of contract entitling B. Friedli to any relief of any 

kind, and accordingly dismissed his claims. This decision was issued on March 10, 1998 and 

affirmed on appeal by a decree issued on June 27, 2000.

37. As a consequence of the Spanish Judgments taken together, Gerber has no claim 

to ownership of the Ferrari; no claim that title to the Ferrari did not pass to Motorauto 

Marbella; and no civil claim for the purchase price of the car or other damages. Together, these 

Judgments should have been the end of the matter. But woefully Gerber persists in carrying it 

on.
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38. In the First Criminal Case concerning the Ferrari, B. Friedli claimed that 

Motorauto and Kelvin Fisher (who was associated with Motorauto) had “fraudulently 

appropriated” the Ferrari along with three other of B. Friedli’s cars. This is the equivalent of a 

charge of theft under American law. By a judgment issued March 20, 1993, the Spanish court 

dismissed this claim, concluding that no sufficient evidence existed to support a finding of any 

criminal activity of any kind. This would include any claim that the Ferrari was “stolen” or was 

a “stolen car.” This is a now a final judgment; all periods of time for appeal have expired; and 

the Spanish Statute of Limitations on such a claim has run.

39. In the judgment in the First Criminal Case, the court had ordered Motorauto to 

retain the cars for a period of three months to permit B. Friedli to file a civil suit. B. Friedli

commenced a civil suit within that time, but did not serve or notify Motorauto Marbella or 

Fisher within the specified three month period. Not having been informed of the filing of the 

civil suit contemplated by the Judgment within the holding period, Motorauto sold the cars, 

including the Ferrari, after the three months had expired. The Ferrari then passed to Hallingby 

in accordance with the chain of title alleged and depicted graphically in paragraphs 33 and 34.

40. Motorauto’s sale of the cars prompted B. Friedli to file another criminal 

complaint that led to the Second Criminal Case concerning the Ferrari in July 1993. Here, B. 

Friedli claimed it was criminal for Motorauto Marbella and Fisher to have sold the cars, since 

he had in fact filed the civil case contemplated by the judgment in the First Criminal Case

within three months. The court rejected this claim, as well, because “the records on file fail to 

show that any criminal offense has been committed.” This, too, is a final judgment; all periods 
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of time for appeal have expired; and the Spanish Statute of Limitations on such a claim has 

run.

41. B. Friedli thus proceeded with the Civil Case. There, he changed his story and 

alleged that his contract to sell his cars, including the Ferrari, was with one Giuseppe Giudice

(“Giudice”). In this case, he claimed that Giudice had breached his contract with B. Friedli by 

not paying the agreed upon price, and, alternatively, that if the contract was deemed to have 

been with Motorauto Marbella and/or Fisher, that they had breached the contract. He sought 

rescission, return of the cars, a monetary award in the amount of the contract price (which he 

claimed was USD $1.9 million) if the cars could not be returned, and substantial monetary 

damages and costs. The court rejected all his claims in a judgment issued on March 10, 1998, 

concluding that:

A. There was insufficient evidence of a contract between B. Friedli and Giudice.

B. There was no evidence that the price under any contract was USD $ 1.9 million.

C. There was insufficient evidence of a contract between B. Friedli and Motorauto 

Marbella and/or Fisher that had been breached to support that claim.

This judgment became a “Decree Absolute” on June 27, 2000, when it was affirmed on appeal.

42. All these judgments are final, binding, and subject to no further right of review, 

and the Spanish Statutes of Limitation have expired on all the underlying claims.

43. By them, all of Gerber’s right, title, and interest in the Ferrari has therefor been 

extinguished.

44. By them, Gerber is also barred by the doctrines of claim preclusion and issue 

preclusion from claiming or asserting that:
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A. The Ferrari was stolen, or is a “stolen car.”

B. That he is the rightful owner of the Ferrari.

C. That Hallingby is not the rightful owner of the Ferrari.

45. Throughout the entirety of all the Spanish proceedings, Gerber was in constant 

contact with B. Friedli and his lawyers, and was fully aware of their progress and of their 

respective, definitive, adverse outcomes. Yet, in providing material to the Connecticut law 

enforcement authorities described above, Gerber never disclosed the existence, outcomes, or 

effects of the Spanish Judgments.

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

COUNT I
AGAINST GERBER ONLY FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 

AND INJUNCTION.
(STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS)

46. Hallingby incorporates paragraphs 1 – 45 as if fully set forth.

47. Hallingby purchased and immediately began exercising dominion over the 

Ferrari on November 29, 2000.

48. Hallingby began publicly proclaiming ownership of the Ferrari in or about 

January 2001, and has continued to do so ever since.

49. It has been publicly known that Hallingby claimed ownership of the Ferrari 

since at least January 2001.

50. It has been publicly known that Hallingby was keeping the Ferrari in 

Connecticut since at least January 2001.
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51. Gerber has known that Hallingby purchased the Ferrari and claimed ownership 

of it, and that the Ferrari was located at 31 Kings Hill Road in Sharon, Connecticut, since at 

least July 2008, and, on information and belief, since early 2001.

52. On July 21, 2008, Gerber made a “Request for Seizure and Recovery” of the 

Ferrari to the Connecticut State Police, asking that they seize and impound the Ferrari. This 

resulted in the seizure and impoundment of the Ferrari on September 4, 2008.

53. The State’s Attorney declined to prosecute Hallingby on September 14, 2009.

54. The Ferrari was released to Hallingby as its “rightful owner” pursuant to court 

order on October 14, 2009.

55. Gerber became aware that the State’s Attorney declined to prosecute Hallingby 

on September 14, 2009, or shortly thereafter.

56. Gerber became aware that the Connecticut court had released the car to 

Hallingby, “as its rightful owner,” on October 14, 2009, or shortly thereafter.

57. Gerber’s attorney demanded that Hallingby deliver the Ferrari to Gerber on July 

27, 2010.

58. Hallingby’s attorney unequivocally rejected that demand on August 13, 2010.

59. Gerber’s attorney again demanded that Hallingby deliver the Ferrari to Gerber 

on November 19, 2010.

60. Hallingby’s attorney again unequivocally refused that demand on December 28, 

2010.

61. Gerber has never filed suit in Connecticut or anywhere else in the world, against 

Hallingby or anyone else, to establish his ownership of the Ferrari.
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62. Any claim Gerber may have against Hallingby for ownership of the Ferrari is a 

claim for conversion.

63. The Statute of Limitations for such a claim is three years from the date of the 

occurrence of the conversion under CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 52-577.

64. The Statute of Limitations on any claim Gerber may have against Hallingby for 

ownership of the Ferrari began to run in January 2001 when Hallingby began publicly

proclaiming his ownership. It began to run at the very latest on August 13, 2010, when 

Hallingby’s attorney unequivocally rejected the demand of Gerber’s attorney to deliver the 

Ferrari to Gerber.

65. The Statute of Limitations has run on any claim Gerber may have against 

Hallingby for ownership of the Ferrari.

66. Hallingby is entitled to a Declaratory Judgment that any claim Gerber may have 

to any interest in the Ferrari is barred by the Statute of Limitations.

67. Pursuant to 28 U.S. C. § 2202, CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 47-31, and this 

Court's inherent power to fashion equitable relief, Hallingby is entitled to an order permanently 

enjoining Gerber from any of the following acts:

A. Making any public statements that Gerber is the rightful owner of the 

Ferrari.

B. Interfering with Hallingby’s efforts to sell or dispose of the Ferrari, 

including, specifically, by contacting potential purchasers of the Ferrari and claiming that Gerber 

owns the Ferrari or that title to the Ferrari is clouded by Gerber’s claims.
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COUNT II
AGAINST GERBER ONLY FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 

AND INJUNCTION.
(LACHES)

68. Hallingby incorporates paragraphs 1 – 67 as if fully set forth.

69. Any claim Gerber may have against Hallingby for ownership of the Ferrari is 

also barred by Laches.

70. It has been almost 24 years since the alleged theft of the Ferrari by Motorauto 

Marbella, Fisher, or Guidice occurred.

71. It has been almost 22 years since the Spanish Courts found insufficient evidence 

to support the claim that the Ferrari had been stolen from B. Friedli and Gerber.

72. It has been almost 23 years since the Ferrari was imported into the United States 

and delivered to Frank Triarsi at Classic Coach in New Jersey.

73. It has been at least 22 years since Gerber learned that the Ferrari had been 

imported into the United States, and that it was in the possession of Scott Rosen, whose exact 

address in New York was known to him.

74. Upon information and belief, it has been at least 16 years since Gerber learned 

that Hallingby was in possession of the Ferrari in Connecticut and claimed lawful ownership of 

the car.

75. And yet Gerber has never brought suit against anyone anywhere to establish his 

claimed right to the Ferrari.

76. Nor has B. Friedli, A. Friedli, or any of the heirs of B. Friedli or A. Friedli

brought suit against anyone anywhere to establish their claimed right to the Ferrari following 

final conclusion of the Spanish proceedings in 2000.
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77. Indeed, no one besides B. Friedli in the Spanish proceedings have ever 

instituted litigation anywhere claiming an interest in the Ferrari or made claim to ownership of 

the car in any form. 

78. It took more than eight years after it was well known that Hallingby had the 

Ferrari in Connecticut and was claiming to own it for Gerber to publish his newspaper 

advertisements and secure the seizure of the Ferrari by the Connecticut State Police.

79. And it took over 10 years for Gerber to make a direct and formal demand on 

Hallingby for delivery of the Ferrari. Yet when that was formally and unequivocally rebuffed, 

Gerber has still not sued to vindicate his alleged rights after the expiration of another 7 years.

80. Rather, Gerber has chosen to sit back and conduct a guerilla war, stalking and 

lying in wait, sniping from afar, and scaring away any potential buyers with intimidating 

threats of criminal charges and civil litigation, rather than in fair and direct confrontation in 

open court.

81. This delay is unreasonable as a matter of law.

82. Hallingby has been prejudiced by this unreasonable delay.

83. Gerber has failed to discharge his obligation in law and equity to assert his 

claimed rights to the Ferrari in a timely manner. Under these circumstances, he has no valid 

claim to the Ferrari as a matter of law.

84. Hallingby is entitled to a Declaratory Judgment that any claim Gerber may have 

to any interest in the Ferrari is barred by Laches.

85. On this Claim for Relief, Hallingby is also entitled to the same Injunctive relief 

described in paragraph 67.
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COUNT III
AGAINST GERBER ONLY FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 

AND INJUNCTION.
(BAR BY SPANISH JUDGMENTS)

86. Hallingby incorporates paragraphs 1 – 45 as if fully set forth.

87. Gerber’s claim to ownership of the Ferrari is based entirely on his claim that the 

Ferrari was stolen in July of 1993, and that, therefore, title to the car could not pass down the 

chain of title to Hallingby.

88. Gerber’s assertion that Hallingby is not the lawful owner of the Ferrari is also 

based entirely on his claim that the Ferrari was stolen in July of 1993.

89. All claims the Ferrari was stolen were conclusively and finally rejected, alone 

and in conjunction, by the Spanish Judgments.

90. Gerber is bound by those Judgments.

91. Gerber is therefore barred by the doctrines of claim preclusion and issue 

preclusion from asserting that the Ferrari was stolen.

92. Because his claim to ownership of the Ferrari is based exclusively on that 

assertion, Gerber’s claim to any ownership or other interest in the Ferrari is barred.

93. Because his claim that Hallingby is not the lawful owner of the Ferrari is also 

based exclusively on the claim that the Ferrari was stolen, Gerber’s claim that Hallingby is not 

the lawful owner of the Ferrari is barred as well.

94. Hallingby is entitled to a Declaratory Judgment that any claim Gerber may have 

to any interest in the Ferrari is barred by the Spanish Judgments.

95. On this Claim for Relief, Hallingby is entitled to an order permanently enjoining 

Gerber from any of the following acts: 
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A. Making any public statements that that the Ferrari is “stolen.”

B. Making any public statements that Hallingby is not the rightful owner of 

the Ferrari.

C. Making any public statements that Gerber is the rightful owner of the 

Ferrari.

D. Interfering with Hallingby’s efforts to sell or dispose of the Ferrari, 

including, specifically, by contacting potential purchasers of the Ferrari and claiming that the 

Ferrari is stolen, that Gerber owns the Ferrari, that Hallingby does not own the Ferrari, or that 

title to the Ferrari is clouded by Gerber’s claims.

COUNT IV
AGAINST GERBER ONLY FOR DAMAGES AND INJUNCTION

(TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS)

96. Hallingby incorporates paragraphs 1 – 95 as if fully set forth.

97. In the early part of 2013, Hallingby, through his agent Mr. Papadopoulos, had 

completed negotiations, including an agreed upon price, with a Mr. Von Dziembowski about 

the sale of the Ferrari to him, and was about to close that transaction (“Dziembowski 

Negotiations”).

98. Von Dziembowski walked away from closing the transaction, however, after 

receiving a June 4, 2013 letter from Gerber’s Swiss lawyer Oliver Weber, which threatened 

Mr. von Dziembowski with criminal prosecution if he purchased the Ferrari. But for this 

interference, Mr. Von Dziembowski would have purchased the car.

99. Shortly after the deal with Von Dziembowski collapsed because of Gerber’s 

interference, Hallingby had a written contract with Papadopoulos for the sale of a 50% interest 
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in the Ferrari (“Papadopoulos Contract”), who was also ready to close the transaction. But on 

November 26, 2014, Weber sent Papadopoulos an email threatening to put Papadopoulos in jail 

if he went through with the deal. Upon receipt of that letter, Papadopoulos too walked away 

from the sale, stating that while he was “fully prepared to complete our signed agreement to 

purchase a 50% interest on Ferrari 0799GT,” he felt it “irresponsible to go ahead with the 

purchase” in light of Weber’s threats against him. But for this interference, Papadopoulos

would have purchased a 50% interest in the Ferrari and undertaken significant efforts to sell the 

car on behalf of himself and Hallingby.

100. Gerber was aware of the Dziembowski Negotiations at the time they were 

ongoing.

101. Gerber was aware of the Papadopoulos Contract and the negotiations leading up 

to it at the time those things occurred or were occurring.

102. Knowing of both the Papadopoulos Contract and the Dziembowski

Negotiations, Gerber intentionally interfered with both of them, for the purpose of causing both 

Von Dziembowski and Papadopoulos not to purchase the Ferrari, as alleged fully in Paragraph

29.

103. Because of Gerber’s interference, Von Dziembowski terminated his 

negotiations. and did not purchase the Ferrari.

104. Because of Gerber’s interference, Papadopoulos terminated his contract; did not 

purchase the 50% interest in the Ferrari agreed to; and did not continue to act as a broker 

tasked with selling the Ferrari.
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105. In furtherance of his scheme against Hallingby, Gerber has also blanketed 

Hallingby’s title to the Ferrari with an impenetrable cloud and erected an impervious barrier to 

Hallingby’s selling the Ferrari by the actions alleged in Paragraphs 28-31, all for the purpose of 

interfering with Hallingby’s ability to sell the Ferrari.

106. As a direct and proximate result of Gerber’s interference, Hallingby has 

suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

107. Unless permanently enjoined, Gerber will continue this pattern of interference, 

as he and his attorney have threatened to do, thereby causing Hallingby immediate and 

irreparable injury.

108. Pursuant to 28 U.S. C. § 2202, CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 47-31, and this 

Court's inherent power to fashion equitable relief, Hallingby is entitled to an order permanently 

enjoining Gerber from further interference with his efforts to sell the Ferrari in the same form 

as set forth in Paragraph 67.

COUNT V
AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS AND THE WORLD AT LARGE

FOR JUDGMENT QUIETING TITLE TO THE FERRARI

(UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 1655 , C.G.S. § 47-31, 28 U.S.C. § 2201)

109. Hallingby incorporates the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 108 as 

if fully set forth.

110. Hallingby is the lawful owner of the Ferrari, as evidenced, among other things, 

by the packet of title documents attached as Exhibit 1. Motorauto obtained good title to the 

Ferrari from B. Friedli. Good title was passed down the chain of title to Rosen, as alleged and 

depicted in paragraphs 33 and 34. And Rosen transferred good title to Hallingby.

111. Gerber has falsely claimed that he owns the Ferrari.
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112. Gerber has widely broadcast this claim, and the claim that the Ferrari is a stolen 

car to which Hallingby does not hold legal ownership, to the general public and particularly 

within the community of rare Ferrari buyers, sellers, collectors, brokers, and enthusiasts.

113. Gerber’s claims have been echoed in magazines, blogs, chat rooms, Twitter, and 

other social media, thus creating a general cloud on Hallingby’s title and ownership of the 

Ferrari.

114. The sole source of the cloud on Hallingby’s title is based on nothing more than 

Gerber’s false claims and on false and baseless rumors and innuendo springing from them.

115. Baseless though it may be, this cloud has severely impaired Hallingby’s rights 

of quiet ownership in the Ferrari and made it impossible for him to sell the Ferrari.

116. Gerber has never brought suit against anyone anywhere to establish his claimed 

right to the Ferrari.

117. Nor have B. Friedli, A. Friedli, or any of the heirs of B. Friedli or A. Friedli

brought suit against anyone anywhere to establish a claimed right to the Ferrari following final 

conclusion of the Spanish proceedings in 2000.

118. No one besides Gerber and B. Friedli have ever claimed any interest in the 

Ferrari since it was sold to Motorauto Marbella in 1991 that is adverse to any current possessor 

and putative owner of the car, as described and depicted in paragraphs 33 and 34.

119. Indeed, no one besides B. Friedli in the Spanish proceedings have ever 

instituted litigation anywhere claiming an interest in the Ferrari or made a claim to ownership 

of the Ferrari in any form.
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120. Any interest or claim of interest Gerber or B. Friedli may have had in the Ferrari 

is precluded by the fact that B. Friedli, acting for himself and as agent for Gerber, sold the 

Ferrari to Motorauto in or about 1991, and Motorauto therefore had legal capacity to pass title 

when it sold the Ferrari to Shoreham Investments, which in turn had legal capacity to pass title 

on down the chain of title described in paragraph 33 and depicted graphically in paragraph 34.

121. Any interest or claim of interest Gerber or B. Friedli may have had in the Ferrari

was extinguished by the Spanish Judgments no later than 2000.

122. Elimination of Gerber’s claim therefor completely clears title to the Ferrari in 

Hallingby.

123. Hallingby is entitled to an order from this Court against all Defendants and the 

World removing the cloud on Hallingby’s title to the Ferrari, quieting Hallingby’s title to the 

Ferrari in him, and declaring that Hallingby is the only rightful owner of the Ferrari.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Hallingby and Plaintiff-in-Rem Ferrari demand judgment in his and its 

favor against Defendants as follows:

A. A Declaratory Judgement quieting Hallingby’s title to the Ferrari against all 

Defendants and the World.

B. A Declaratory Judgment against all Defendants and the world that Hallingby is 

the rightful owner of the Ferrari.

C. A Declaratory Judgment that Gerber has no interest in the Ferrari because B. 

Friedli, on Gerber’s behalf, passed title to Motorauto Marbella in or about 1991.

D. A Declaratory Judgment that any claim Gerber may have to any interest in the 
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Ferrari is barred by the Connecticut Statute of Limitations.

E. A Declaratory Judgment that any claim Gerber may have to any interest in the 

Ferrari is barred by Laches.

F. A Declaratory Judgment that any claim Gerber may have to any interest in the 

Ferrari is barred by the Spanish Judgments.

G. A Declaratory Judgement against Gerber that he owns no interest of any kind in 

the Ferrari.

E. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2202, CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 47-31, and this Court's 

inherent power to fashion equitable relief, Hallingby is entitled to an order permanently 

enjoining Gerber from any of the following acts: 

1. Threatening, instituting, or causing to be instituted any legal or other 

actions against Hallingby regarding the Ferrari.

2. Making any public statements that Hallingby is not the rightful owner of 

the Ferrari.

3. Making any public statements that Gerber is the rightful owner of the 

Ferrari.

4. Interfering with Hallingby’s efforts to sell or dispose of the Ferrari, 

including, specifically, by contacting potential purchasers of the Ferrari and 

claiming that Gerber owns the Ferrari, that Hallingby does not own the Ferrari, or 

that title to the Ferrari is clouded by Gerber’s claims; and by threatening legal 

action against any potential purchaser if they purchase the Ferrari, including 

having the car seized.
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E. An award of damages, including punitive damages, against Gerber in an amount 

to be proven at trial.

F. Costs, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees.

G. Such other and further relief as may seem proper to the Court.

DATED: June 13, 2017
New Haven, Connecticut.

Respectfully submitted,

By: /s/ Jonathan M. Freiman

Jonathan M. Freiman (ct24248)
David R. Roth (ct29876)
WIGGIN AND DANA LLP
One Century Tower
New Haven, Connecticut  06508-1832
(203) 498-4400 (tel.)
(203) 782-2889 (fax) 
jfreiman@wiggin.com
droth@wiggin.com

and 
Lawrence W. Treece 
(motion for pro hac vice admission pending)
BROWNSTEIN HYATT FARBER SCHRECK, LLP
410 Seventeenth Street, Suite 2200
Denver, Colorado 80202
Phone: 303.223.1100
Fax: 303.223.1111
Email: ltreece@bhfs.com

ATTORNEYS FOR
PAUL L. (“BARNEY”) HALLINGBY
AND PLAINTIFF-IN-REM
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT 

Paul L. ("Barney") Hallingby, 

Plaintiff 

And 

One 1957 Ferrari 250 Pf, Cabriolet, Pinin Farina Series 1 ,  Chassis No. 0799 GT, an Automobile, 
Plaintiff-in- Rem 

vs. 

Dr. Andreas Gerber, et al. 

EXHIBIT 1 TO COMPLAINT 
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. •·•· a l l i n g b y  Chain of Title Chart 

9/11/70 

4/17/89 

4/21/89 

4/??/89 

7/23/91 

7/25/93 

03/4/94 

??/??/95 

03/??/97 

NJ Title issued 
to Schwartz. 12/09/97. 

Power of Attorney to sell car. 

05/31/00 

11/29/2000 

EX. 1-(i) 

Cert. of Title Delivered 
to Rosen. 

Cert. of Title Delivered 
to Hallingby. 
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. : . ·  Ju-�, .. 
. . 

BACJG.A 
Baciga Irie. 
P. 0. Box 1469, Frutlgenstrasse 16· 
CH-3601 Thun 

A g r e e m e n t  

between 

Dr. Gerber 
Bassbeltweg 26 

2542 Pleterlen 

and 

Mr. B. Friedli 

Ackerfluweg 7 

36g7 Heimberg 

HALLINGBY 03764 
EX. 1-5 

6/3/201 OCSPFOIAProduction-000551 
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· · ; · · · ·  v, 

/ 

1 .  We have purchased Ferrari 250 Pinin Farina Spider Series I, cabriolet, sliver-grey, black 
interior, year 1957, chassis No. 0799 GT, as co-owner; each one 11olds one. half. 

2. The purpose of the following business Is the. best possible resell of the car, which shall be 
carried out after a mutual agreement. 

3. lfno agreement can be achieved regarding the conditions and the moment of the resale, 
the car shall be sold to the highest bidder. if one of the co-owner asks for It. 

·I 
4. During the custocyot the car, Dr. Gerber maintains the car and is appointed as its bolder. 
He Is allowed to drive the car personally and he is responsible to conclude the necessary 
insurance pollcy including a fully comprehensive cover at the market price of the car. 

· In Thun ,  on-27. April 1989 

· I  
i  

Dr. Andreas Gerber 

. .. . . ...  ,  ,. f • • • • · · · · · · · · - · · ; ·  

HALLINGUY 03765 
mt:. 1-6 

Bernhard Friedli 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.  ..  ,  , , , ,  . .  ,  . .  ., . ,  .  

6/3/201 OCSPFOIAProduction--000552 
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;1t�;tt.,Ul'l> '.&'��\v.oN' �o.ur..� 

• :. •j,)3�'1' 

Mr, Kelvin J, Fiab�� 
Mptoranto Marh�lla $.u .  
'4v. 'RioarQo Soriano Ed,J!:f>t�la 2 

Mal:bGalla {walaga) 
'?111l 82- 26 6� 

WtiUTI, 2� .  juli 1991 

I 

/' 
,. 

we $ol4 y o u. .  

·[ 
I 

l 

t 

I ·  
\. 

l 

. \ 

I 

l : :I. 'jl'orx:a:i;i 

�,, 
\ 

.' 

aso dT e�·idc:r G¢l:i¢ ;i; 1051 

Chas5is Nr �,�sq� .  
color grau met. 61,J t-,\<Z\-..,9: r:.,A, 
intlilrio:r rot R�vi 
12 Zyli:rtder 
29$3 com 

1so •ooo .-- 

payabel caqh in �Y account. 
Banco de Andaiuo1a, .qrbena Nr � 
�ue�te �omano, Marbella 

. !  

�· 

-----..-- 

EX. 1-7 

.. .  

', 

613/201 OCSP FO!AProd u ctron·-000645 

HALLINGBY 03858 
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Page 1 

Motorauto Marbella, S.L 

MlUU3-E;l,LA, 1 JULY l 993 

.nttention: SllOll.EIIJIM INVEST., L'l'D . •  GIBRAL'l'AR � w.l\llEttll. BIV\NCfl OFFICI>, AV. llICAROO $0RIANO 66 

JAGUA INVOICE NO. 4/93 

PAGE l.l't TIIE 

TOTAL SALES PRlCE · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · • · • · • • · · · · • · · · · · ·  USO 400,000 

'1.f!E PRlC& SH-OlfN IN 'l'KII! :OOCOHtNT rs CONSl:llSMI> ro ltAVE llEEN REC:Elv:&D 
PRlOR TO �HE lSSUlNG OF ?HlS.T.lOCl,1M,:NT, 

ALL Tl'.l'LES RELATED TO THE AflOVB ME DEL:IVEMO, cotlN'.rE:ttSIGNED FOR 
ACC£PT.IINCE BY WI. Gll\NNX MElUNWO, 

ALL cosrs RELA'l'EO TO THE EXPORTING AND TAAIISFOR? OF THE ABOVE S!U>.LL BE 

1R& SOL& Jl.ESl'ONSlBILlTY OF TUE B[l)'.ER. 

This docunent, .ts i.ssued :l..n r&te!.'ence to the agreoment ot the s11m,e 

-oate between MOtorauto �arl'.lella, $ .L . ,  and ShorehOJ'II Invest_, L�d., 
xe9.tu:di11g ·the delive;r;y o! the .fo_lloHing auto111obil.a:s; 

1961 FE:Rltl\RI 250 GTE 2�2, cilASSIS 2925 GrS 
1958 FERIV\:Rl .2.SO GT SP'tPER, SF..IU&S ]., casssrs 799 GT 

FEl'\MRI 2.50 GT l'lNINl'l\tlINA CADRIOX.E't, SER'IES 2, ,CIUISSI.S 1893 G'I' 
1973 FERRJ\RI J65 GTE, CHASSIS 13811 

fr.t 
� 

. o  

- • •  

IJ. rars llC)COMENT !S SX:GNEO Oil TIIS I.EFT SIDE ON l!O'?O'RAUTO HAAOELLA, s.j. . ,  

LE'l'Tll:IUIEAO f')U'EII, 

R.Al\lt;!IS "A� 
..... w11 au L ... 

S'-oom...t�: TJllS DOCUMENT :CS SIGNED 't'OR ACCl:P'tllNCE A'I' THE OOT'rOH Of' 'tlli;; 
REl'RES!i:NTATJVE Of Tilt SffOREIIAl-l INVEST., J,TD. 

HALLINGBY05862 

EXl.1. l-8 

·, ..•. · _ .. , .•.. , �.-...:l. �� .. "l.< .. '..L ·• .. ' ' __ ,...... •"'!... ' •. -. · .,.! ••• � ;...,; :... • • •  ',,, �.;.t .. -: ,., , .,. - : "'·-a< .'"-�---·"·"· .. ,.�,: · �.: .. · : , .. ,. - --· .•................. ,., : -�· .. "-·· · ;..·· ·--�· .. ;<. ---·--· • ••• :·- - :· • •  ,  •  
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;_, .' ...... 

Page 1 

Motorauto Marbella, s.l, 

IN MARBftL/\,JUJ.Y7, 1993 

5HOREHAND fNVESTMOOS LlD., llHRElN REfRl1Sf.NTt08V.MR, GJANNI MrnrNI-IO 

MOTORAUTO MARRlU.tA Sl,ll!lllilN AEPlt!SfNTEO it Mn. K£l111N 101111 flsH� 

.AGREE Hflll:TO M FOl�OWS: 

1.'.!THAT SH\)Rl:HAM lNVESl'MEITTS lTO H/1.S OifN PIIOVIOING MOTOMIJTO MAI\SEU/\ SL, SINCE TH£ 
1NCDRPOMTIOH OflliELAmRAliOlllAOV�li ns l;EGAI.REPRl:1EITTAT1VE,<;ERTAJN MON!ES f()RITS HIY.ilNtS.S .-cTIVlnES, 

WHlOIJSOf TODAY AMOUlffTO US$400,000. 

II- THAT SlNCETHI� PAST Anl. MOTOAAUTO MARBEl.lA Sl>Wi SEEIITHE VICTIMOf ASYSTEMATICC>ll>TRI.ICIION 
Of rrs flUSINESSAC1'ilnTil:.S WIIJCH t,W(f IT il,llOS.\IOU: TO CON\1NUE OPfllATING. 

111-THAT.Sl'ICEIT IS NO LONGERVlABL! roo MOTORAUTO MARO EU.ASL TO CONTINUE EXISTl>IG ASACOMP"11V 

orOJCATill rQTkE l)ISl'f,AY AhD SA(� OF AUTOMOBlt�s. ITls.flJ>.N�P lOWlMO..IJr rrs O?(RAYIO!IS, AND rok 'Ill[ 

P\IRPOSl:!Of SrtlU!lGlll( (Qlml,\Cl1.0 o��rs, ll(llH PAttrfESAGnE£ IIERE�JA$ fOlLO\VS: 

A) MOTOAAVTO MARBl;l.1.1\SLACXIIQ\VUDGES l!AVING R(�IVEOHIOM SHOREHAM IN\'ESlM!:l'ITS rm, 

FOR m aUSINfSS AClf\lilil:.'>, ON :.;vuw. OCCASIQNS, IINDl'RJOII TP nns AGR�EJ�ftlT, lllfAMOUNT or 

U.5$400,000, 

8) iliAT AS PAYM!Nf RlilSAlDPE61"1 MOTOllAlfTO MARBEUA SL11WiSf£RSANO DHll'EllS lOSHOReHAM 

INVESTMENTS LTO. "1111:FOUOWJIIGAIJTW.OSILES ITOWHS: 

F6ARARI 2� GT SERIES 11, YfAll 1960, CHASSIS 189 
FERRARI ass GTCOlJPE H, VEAR J.970, CHASSIS 1311"-ll 

FERRARI 250GTECOUPE, YEAR 1961,CHASSIS 2926 
FERRA!il 230 GT� SPID�R S�RlES I, MOD�l l.9!i'1, 0-IASSIS0799G'r 

AIYAC"lfMflirND,l 

EX. 1-9 

HA  05 '8 00 
HALLINGBY05860 

··.·:.;·.:·::, .. ,•·h_;, ... � .. ,.·�---·---· .:·.:.�----·-·- ,.;:�---- .. - · : .  _:_  ._  .  ---�--- ._.._. - ····--·----·--···.··---·---·-····· -···---·- 
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Page 2 

HB\UYlAANSRnRl>IG THE OWIIEllS!ilP OF SAID CARS, 

Q WIT� lll(H�Nt>ING O'IEl\ Of 111£ OESOUBtOCAI\S IINO l!ICIR CQRRE.S'PONP»j(j 0\VliEIISHll' trrnes, WHERf SAID 

CMS AA.ii i>f.SCRJBrn Ill fVU. On Alt, so THAT THI;\' MAY� lliAl'fSmiu:o to THEIR ow» tlAll!E OR TO mt 

tr-tbl\llOlJAL OR l.EGAL EN'il1'1 THtv MAVDfEM Al'f'l!OPIUA1V, SHOREHAM INVESTM £NTS no Hmln 

Dl.sOW\GESIN fUilMOTOAAUlO MAIU!eUAsl'S btflTWiltt fH�fORMER, 

0) Tllf �ROCA110NOHHE CAA:;TQTIIElOCATIONTIIATSHOREHAM INVES'IMENTS no MI\YDEcM 

APPROPRlATEY.11\L BC FOR Tlif EX!'EN$E Of nm.11nr11. WtlOSTAtESTHAT lT IHUlLY AWME Of 11110 ACCErTS 

llie COHClmON ontt1:·CARS, WH'ICH n1EYREC!IVE /IS PA'rMEff r OF rtlE AMOUIITT LENTTO MOTORAlJTO 

MARBEUA SL PRI0/1 ro1111s.t1Alt, A>IO S\1111.l. llAVE uo f1J!\mfl\ C\Al!,!5 OH THE MA'tltll. 

e) MOlOAAUTOMAA!leUASLAttO SHOllcllAM INVES'IMfi'HS LTD Al,!\EE ASAI.!;!; Pfl)CE fOR TIIECAl!>OF 
F!Vii HUNDRED Flm''fHOUSANOUS OaUARS, AND s»1ct THE OESHlll>.Ti� UONG Pl\!DOfFllrnOUGH 1HE 

TRAlllrtR AND OWVfllY Of �E CAI\S 1> l)S$400,oOO, 'il!E REMi\lNIIIG l!AWICE �on MO'rOkAUTO 

MARllHIASL � US$:iS0,000, WHICH Will BHUllY U5EOTO PAY THE oesr OWl:V BY MOTORAUTO 

MARlit:LtASL lOMJI.HANS IIERIIAJIO FRll:PL.Y• OteTTHAT:IAIO CX1MPI\IIYHASSTULP£HUING IVJlllSAID 
GElll'l.EMAl'I AS h CONSEQUENO: O� THE PlJn!JIASE OFlHE CA�S• .-.s.s(.">ON A$ MOTORAUTO MARDEllA SL 

RE<llllRESSHOREHAM lNVESTMENTS LTOTO ooso. 

IN Wft'Nm'l'llfR£OF, THt PAATJESSIGN \'luSAGmMENT Ill Dl.l'I.ICA'T£, �HOR(HAM IN\ltSiMENTS LTD lll.$0Sl61J$ 
nrEOUPUC>,TES Of'l}if OWNU1$HIPlrf'lESOfllitAfOR�MfNnONEO CAiis. 

IN MAllB�LLA, JULY i, l!/93. 

.l!ltGl&LE SEAl. 

HALUNGBY05861 

EX. 1-10 

.·· .. -�··" ·--- . .,_-,- .. -,�-, .. ·. · , .. ,,_ •::,•: «<s. · .  -·- ·. ·, -:.· ·,·,-· · :·,····-·· . .  ,  ,  :  .  :·.· .-;•,•,:-.-;.•; :--: .·._· .. ,  .. ...,,, . .  .:  ·· :·-� ·,•:,• · ,.,, .. ·  : ,.": , ,. .  ·._ ·.: . 

: ,  
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�' .... :.�: .· . .  ,  .. : . .  �  

�- 

.. 

· This·. troweti· of. A£·.tto.:itn:et ia mai,de o;n Ma);tih 4.; :t'�l94-t .ire:fa{�sn:: 
th'e P)::b:;r:c:lp.s;.1 .M� .. 'P.:l�titto" �<t}Jit?.i\e'$.,: ·t4:P.01s-e a:ill'dre$·$ .ts. 1-iv-Bnfo.a d<:ilutrmarro 

�b,rd.a,:f o �ii.:nh�,i1i0.· ; . .  \J/0.'B-". -tri-$he;i:p $tfo!b. c JiQt'Biif.g.�)L; ;,tp.{il.:t'v.'.ti'.,dua'iiy. re.ifelb'x"e4 
l 

' 
,-.:. 

v, 
,, 

' t::h.e Ag;�rtt c;:t�s.slc, c0a\i.h Rep-a,fl;;.1 ,hci. ,. wsi\1'.!is·.e ad.d:t�$·s i�· 10:iJjl7 s·r:'.tU:th 

cir.a1tt -ctf 4u.tll'b.r:�ty • .t q.ppoi.µ,t Yon bb a.ct. as my Ag::�nt {att-ot:ne.y t_p: 

:eact) t:b. cla eaq.h, and eve:(.y a.¢(t. wh.i¢:h t Q(')1;1.;l,9. P,�PS·q11,al.ly do fo.:r; th'.e 

f.o:l;L'ow{nw: ·use� c;1,t1.tl. ;p.ur,'.p0·E1est 

1.. t:min.$.:/:;�-t ciwrt�±-�tt:l'.;w. of tn:1 a:t:J.,t:G'n\o.bi1es ed .. t-he·r to You 0:1::- a b�r.r-a 

f;±a.¢ l;!luyer·, Mk ·c):\1:'to.rttsl;dJ,e,s, ·�re- tfLit:iEl'® ·uhaliE'rr rh'J!i ·ootup:anJt'·,$; i1.a$tei 

which· is c1arkssdal:e,t 1itd ... ,· 1:a· tr{,�h.J:�ow.1:J:., $ib:r..al'ta:·ir ,, United 

Kin�doin. M,y ·ctlit.om©'.b1:t:e$ at:'.$:· 

-� F�:t,rar.'i �!{�G!J:l· Pin;{fa:ri.na. s:er:li.es: t VI'.!%# ·iit7'99:G-rr· 

... tert:�;i;i zs'ttG1. vtrr;tta,rina $!$1:�¢S. 1ri v�ts*t 1.:ti�:z.Gir.' 

r �- fe.r�a.r.:i.. 4s·n�TE, 2'4-2 VIN#: .;&9..:2-s:G�E 

2 .. You will pe.rfot.rn. a:n.y a:n.o. �li :tea'$bnable· and rie•eetJsa:tf a.ce:s 

n't::lr;?,'(jl.¢d t.o e:E'fetit owt1:e.r$:hip b·r,:.ansd:er cd:. 'Nly aut.ttm6bi1:e-s. 

EX. 1-11 

HALLINGBY 05834 

,ii 
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l?'m:wer,s:.. I give, You all the ·pc§We'i' an& a'lrt.h0r.ity w1.r;d1 I. may· '1:e:g::aiiy. 
-: ;J. ,.!.� 

:gfv� t'E;'.l· .:'t0u... Ytn! tn�'Y' x;,sv.:oke. tJ:dl's: PqJw�r �f �bt:.�*1:!�1 tit @.¥t.,lf:n;!lti.-nt � !-i-$� l· 
. . . 

-l;l.'�:$>-'iC' i:t1.· y-'o.\4:i;.« ,g1.�oe... t qi'.Jr�-�l:li:Vie: q:n.�. @on.f·:l.·tm. ail ihat. ?ou• ·O.i" ydur 

/ 
l 

I 

./ 
1· 

/< 
/ 

i 

r 
.r 

1 

' 

tikl-r.1'.t.l' .... '·a . .  't.,,.·llf!.· ·zr�·� ·,· B.-./7_. :t3,.;t __ -tti\\J,r);_t_,,• ·t.·.6'. :1. -:Q. W, l ax�::Mt,W,1·ed;g· e th. it 't hav X:S-0-�::L:O-ed � ,,,. :;,: ·;;. ;::,, " - . . . ,. . .ia. ' � . 
r: 

... <"'., . 
.// 

,�·�·. 

• :i,, , I 

:. �r 0:l:· Att.ot.11.ey ,�ct that I. tin:.ders:t;a.n:o. it:.s te-rn1s-� 

' 

r ,d..&1'R.'Y.:tt1· that ott March 41; · 1 9 ' 9 4 ' ,.  Mi\ :J?eor.o .�r;r:;l,.�t�$· P,�:r·$Qn@J.ly i:ram�- 

b'S..tt.o;re, �1'$ anti �dimowl..etlg�d, und�r ©-a.th,, e0. my .g:ae�Eif,aetiott,. tih.at 

�;l!iis. person·:. 

(a.): is named in $:n,Gl . .  p:e,Jt,sn.iJp.lly. ,s,i.g:r;ted t-4i·s d:0-¢.Ument,;; ·and· 

O;�·:J $.-lg:P.$0. ,. se.·a.l�:d and delive,r.ea t11.is clo;m:1ment a!* his· act ��61, 

·d�.e.Jl.,. 

EX. 1-12 
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Classic Coach to Rosen 
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()nt.�· f:x;?.i'.)Jt!..,:(1 Drivr; ,:; Fr:ii·t Lf3G, :,.!.,,_J 070��4 

TrV·3:<(}':·:. �.;:.-::.tei'�'.J. e �:-4:.:.(:!�·"5 

f'\a:l.: (WH 681:--20:2-:, 

�11'\m,$: [�Oi} 5H5-B<:l6G 

Mr. Scott Rosen 
Clo :i"-Ys:tiorml VVhol0sd0 Liquidators 
1 1 ]  I-Yernpstead Turnpike 
�Vi/e�rt Hempstead, 1.;r_ y·-, 1 1552 

l. ·,1, ,, i ·y:,c, r,; !'1' c·} i" �; r , 'j ·, �·n ;•·· ''"""· or, , ,,.,l, c·! <·'" ed \VI" ,, "i 1 
. t , . i  ..... ·1.lj1.n., J,,;;,� . 1- 1�,.,(sr .. L .!..� ..... . . .  .l1� .1..a...:.v \,\.,,. ],,.. .. hl\-,,......, .. v.i.�i._J .. J :i 

to one ( J. )  19 5 g Ferrari 2.�)0(J"}� Convertible, Vin No 

200�') evidencing the .ransfer 
0799(31"'. 

the car on June 2, .:WOO. 

I�:_i;:;ce.1pt 1"::f $525 ,000))0 �n. fi111 payment thereof vie wrre tra .. nsfer 1)11 lVi.s.y 3 1 ,  2000 is 
:.-tckrio··,)rI,�dg�d. 

EX. 1-13 
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